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Due to the size of this section, it has been separated
into two sections in order for it to be downloaded
more quickly.  For instance, “Basics for Machine
Piecing Precision” is in Section I on page 3, whereas
“Creating Kaleidoscopes Using Large Print Fabric” is
in Section II on page 10.
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Supply List for Project:

• Sewing machine in good working order
• Neutral sewing thread
• Rotary cutting equipment
• Scissors
• Pins
• Extra Fine Point Permanent Sharpie Marker
• Scotch tape
• 1/4” Masking tape for marking diamond blocks
• Rulers:  Rectangle for either diamond or square

blocks, Jan Krentz diamond rulers for the dia-
mond blocks, 8 1/2” square ruler for the square
blocks

• Hinged mirrors

Fabric:

• The large print needs to have some background
showing and motion in the design. The amount
of fabric needed is determined by the repeats in
the pattern.

• Diamonds:  Approximately 2 - 3 1/2 yards, with
eight exact repeats, 1 1/2 yards for the border
and binding - same large print, and 3/4 yard for
background

• Squares:  Four exact repeats for each 8 1/2"
block.

• Fabric for sashing,
cornerstones and
borders - the amount of
fabric depends upon
how many blocks are

planned.

Steps for cutting
kaleidoscope blocks:

1. Press center fold line
out of fabric.
2. Tape a transparency
(2 for the diamond
pattern) and trim the

Creating Kaleidoscopes Using
Large Print Fabrics

shape of the transpar-
ency next to the edge
of ruler.

3. Use the hinged
mirrors to audition
designs for the block.
Remember that the
outside 1/4" will be the seam allowance. That is really
important when finding the middle of your design.
Choose an area with a substantial design for the
middle. Also, consider the colors on the outside half of
the diamond when combined with your background. It
may help to place some 1/4" masking tape over the
transparency seam allowance.

4.     When design is chosen and you are sure that
there are necessary repeats (4 for square, 8 for
diamonds), place the transparency/ruler over the
exact design area. Use a Sharpie Extra Fine Point
Permanent marker to trace basic lines of the fabric
design on the transparency. These lines will guide you
as you cut the four squares or the eight diamonds.

5.     Place fabric on cutting mat. Then locate the
exact design location and line up the transparency/
ruler. When all the marks match you are ready to cut.
Be sure that the length of your fabric is supported so
that it does not pull when you start cutting. It is helpful
to cut in an area where you can cut two sides and
then walk around and cut the other two without having
to move your fabric or ruler. Be very careful that you
do not allow the ruler to slip.

6.     Continue to cut four matching squares for each
block or eight matching diamonds for the star.

7.      Finish according to directions for square blocks
or the star design.

COURTESY:  Jean Gilles Dean
Quilter
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In this project we provide instructions on how to
construct your own placemat. You can also use a
store bought placemat, and these will work just as
well.  You can also create themes for your
placemats by using seasonal appliqués, such as
pumpkins, Holiday ornaments, etc.

Supplies:  (to make one placemat)

• 1/2 yard sturdy washable fabric
• 1/2 yard organza or other sheer fabric
• 1/2 yard fusible interfacing
• 12 flat appliqués for the pockets
• 2-1/2   yard 5mm wide trim
• All purpose sewing thread to match your

fabric
• Marking pencil
• Dressmaker pins

Preparation:

• Cut 1 piece of fabric 20" X 15"
• Cut I piece interfacing 20" X 15"
• Cut 1 piece fabric 18" X 13"
• Cut 1 piece organza 18" X 13"
• Fuse the interfacing to the wrong side of the

20 X 15 piece of fabric
• Set your sewing machine for straight stitch
• Set the stitch length at the longest setting
• Attach Special Purpose or Satin foot

Sewing Instructions:

• Center the 18 X 13 piece of fabric right side up
over the 20 X 15 piece of fabric, on the inter-faced
side.
• Baste these layers together.
• Center the 18 X 13 organza piece over the 18” X
13” basted fabric piece and baste the 3 layers
together
• Divide the organza
into 12 boxes, 4 across
and 3 down using the
marking pencil.

Pocket PlacematPocket PlacematPocket PlacematPocket PlacematPocket Placemat

 
 

 
 

 

• Stitch down the 3 vertical lines on the placemat
• Next stitch the 2 sides and the top 1/4-inch from
the edge of the organza.

• Remove all basting; slip 4 appliqués into the 4
pockets under the organza and drop them all the way
down to the bottom.
• Stitch across the horizontal line nearest to the
appliqués.

• Repeat for the 2nd and 3rd row of appliqués.

Finishing:

• Set your machine to a zig zag stitch, 6mm wide,
3.0 mm long
• Cut the 5mm wide trim to fit over the
horizontal and vertical lines.
• Position the trim over each vertical line and
zig zag into place
• Position the trim over each horizontal line
and zig zag into place.
• Turn up the corners 1/2 inch towards the top of
the placemat and press.
· Continue turning up all 4 sides 1/2 inch towards
the top and press.
· Select a blind hem stitch, blanket stitch or pin
stitch and stitch along the top side of the turned up
edge of the placemat.

 

COURTESY:  Vivian Lavinskas
Singer Sewing Co.

www.singerco.com
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Add elegance to evening wear, holiday items and
other special occasion garments. We used this
technique along the bottom edge of our cape, but you
can also use it along the edge of sleeves, or make a
dramatic statement by applying it to a bodice.

Supplies:

• Commercial cape pattern (We used Butterick
B4664)

• Purchase fabric and notions as listed on the
pattern envelope

• 2 yards organza
• All purpose sewing thread to match your fabric
• Marking pencil
• Dressmaker pins

Preparation:

• Follow pattern directions for cutting out your
fabric, lining and interfacing.
• Assemble the cape and assemble the lining, but
do not sew the lining to the cape.
• If your cape has a collar, assemble it, but do not
attach it to the cape at this time.
• Measure the edges along both fronts, as well as
the back edge of the cape.  (The edge of our cape
measured 68 inches).
• Cut a 2-1/2 inch wide strip of organza on the bias
four times the length of the front and back edges. (We
cut a strip that was 272 inches long).  It will be
necessary to piece together the bias strips to obtain
the length that you will need.  Because bias does not
fray, it will not be necessary to finish the edge of the
strip.
• Set your sewing machine up for straight stitching
• Set to the longest stitch length

Sewing Instructions: (For the pleated ruching)

• Beginning at one end of the bias
strip fold the fabric away from you 1 inch
  and sew over the pleat.  Stop with the
needle down in the fabric.
• Raise presser foot.
• Next fold the bias strip under by 1
inch, but this time fold it towards you.
• Lower the presser foot and sew
through the pleat.

Box Pleated Ruched Cape

 

 

• Repeat the steps above folding the fabric away
from you and then towards you until the whole length
of the bias strip has been pleated.
• Press pleats down lightly using a warm iron.
• Trim the pleats to the desired width. (We trimmed
our pleats so that they were 2 inches wide).
• Pin the pleated strip 6/8 of an inch in from edge
along the front and back edge of the cape.
• Sew down the center of the pleats to attach to the
edge of the cape.

Finishing:

• Attach the lining to the cape along the front and
back edges using a 5/8 of an inch seam being careful
not to catch the pleats as you sew.
• Trim and clip seams where necessary.
• Turn cape right side out and press seams.
• Attach collar following pattern instructions.
• To complete the box pleat ruching, pinch each
pleat together and tack at the center using a hand
stitch.
• Attach closure at neckline.

COURTESY:  Vivian Lavinskas
Singer Sewing Co.

www.singerco.com



This booklet CD is an awesome new technique. It
is the most magical type of embroidery. First you
sew the dimensional petals...the twist is...no
fabric is involved...just thread! They are just so
beautiful! I'm sure you will want to put them on
lots of things.

Then you hoop up your garment or quilt and sew
the background embroidery... the machine will
sew a placement line and stop and wait for you to
position your first petal.

Then you tell it to go (push the start button) and it
stitches the petal down. Unbelieveable!!!

There are thirteen designs in two sizes each. The
small ones can be sewn in the 4 inch hoop.

This is sew COOL!

The booklet is small...just sixteen pages but on
the CD there are 82 pages of information for you
to print out with step by step pictures of every
move the embroidery machine makes so that you
will know where to place your next flower petal.

Oh yes...you get a "Magic Wand" to help you
place your petals and so you will not sew your
tiny fingers into the design.   Ouch!  Cost:  $59.95.

How did I get interested in Silk Screen-
ing?  Well, I saw a demonstration at a
show and became fascinated with what
I saw.  I thought silk screening involved a wood frame,
stretching silk fabric across the frame, coating the
fabric with an emulsion, applying art work and expos-
ing it to the sun…and this is just the start of the pro-
cess.  Sounds time intensive, right?  What I was look-
ing at was in no way that complicated.  This just
involved some fabric, dye, shaving cream, paint tape
and a ready-made screen and voila!  Of course, I
purchased some and began to think about the applica-
tions in my world of garment recreation.

My only problem with the whole idea was the dye
wasn’t “wash fast” on cotton and polyester…only on
silk and rayon.  Even though some of us wear silk and
rayon occasionally, our old standby, cotton was always
going to be the main fiber that we wear.  If I was going
to do this, I really needed to be able to do the screen-
ing on cotton and that meant paint instead of dye.

I began experimenting with different kinds of paints
and dyes and decided I liked the look and feel of the
Lumeier paints by Jacquard.  Although I just love the
pearlescent nature of Lumeier, some people wanted
the clearer colors of the Neopaque line which has no
metallic…they are just beautiful opaque colors.

And, because this is paint, you can silk screen on ab-
solutely every type of fabric or surface you can think of.

These screens are pieces of nylon screen with emul-
sion on one side with the artwork pattern having been
“burned” away by ultraviolet light.  They were beautiful
and very long lasting.  In fact, I have never worn out a
screen yet, even though I have been screening for
over three years now.

In the fifty plus years I have been sewing and creating,
this is the easiest and quickest method I have ever
seen to make something beautiful!  You can literally
screen print something, use a hair dryer to dry it, wrap
it up and be on your way to the party with a great gift
that everyone will “Ooh and Aah” over.  It’s just so
simple!!!

COURTESY:  Cindy Losekamp
Sew Artfully Yours, Inc.

www.sewingart.com

Silk Screening
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Stumpwork
Stitchery



Fleece Edging Ideas

Fringe & Tie
Cut 1/2” - 1” wide & 4 - 5” long

Looped Fringe
Fold up 8” &

Cut 1/2” x 4” loops & tie

Pre - Fringe
Cut 1/2” slits about 1” apart

Wrap fringe through slit

Safety Fringe for Babies & Toddlers
To prevent a choking hazard, cut 1” wide and 2” long

Olfa®  Decorative Edge Blade

Wave Edge ® Ruler June Tailor®  Fancy Fleece Ruler
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Edge Perfect Blade®

Bunny Ears
Cut 1 1/4” wide x 2” long

Cut slit at top of fringe

Bow Ties
Cut 4” wide x 4” long

Tie up bow by hand or machine

Laced Edge
Cut 1/2” slits about 1” apart

Wrap with 1/2” strips

Braid Edge
Fold up 1 1/2” and stitch in place.

Cut fold into 1/2” loops and finger crochet

Decorative Serged Edge

COURTESY:  Nancy Lovett
Sewing Instructor
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Keep in mind that paper foundation piecing is not like
regular piecing. It is not like applique either. It’s
another animal altogether—and a useful tool. Its
strength is accuracy, not speed, but “chain sewing”
will certainly make the process speedier than you
might expect. Here’s a list of tips for making your
paper foundation piecing more successful.

1. Save yourself aggravation. Trim off the seam
allowances (usually 1/4”) if they are on the foundation
pattern. Use the seam line/cut edge of the foundation
as a sewing or trimming guide. This way you won’t
have to “tweezer” out all those pesky little bits of
paper.
2. Love the paper! Leave the papers in place as long
as they aren’t in your way. They’ll help keep bias
edges stabilized (and you’re bound to have some with
the odd shapes on paper foundations!) You can even
use the papers as stabilizer for embroidery.
3. Do you have enough fabric? Here’s how I figure
that out. I make a sloppy quick freezer paper template
of the finished size patches. Trace from the foundation
pattern onto the dull side of freezer paper all the
shapes which will be from the same fabric. For example,
if I have seven shapes and need 10 duplicates of
each shape (for 10 foundations, 70 patches in all), I
iron all 7 templates onto a corner or strip of the wrong
side of my chosen fabric, leaving space between the
templates for at least 1/2” seam allowance around
each one. (Watch those tapers on pointy shapes!) I
place the templates so they fit roughly into a rectangle
or strip which I can measure easily with a quilter’s rule
(again remember seam allowance at the outside edge.)
Measure the area holding the templates to get the
size.  Then measure the whole piece of fabric and
determine whether or not you have enough to cut 9
more layers (or as many as you need) to match the
one you just measured. In this way, you can be
sure you have sufficient fabric before you start cutting.
If not, peel off the templates and try another piece of
fabric. You can iron the templates down 2 or 3 times,
and even if they won’t stick, you can use the old
straight pin technology.
4. Cut all your patches at once, and in the shape
you need them.  Use the ironed-down templates
you made in Step #3 to cut all the patches at once.
After you cut the number of duplicate layers you need,
stack all the fabrics wrong side up with the templates
on the top layer. Remember, you’ve spaced the tem-
plates apart so there’s 1/2” seam allowance on all

  Norah McMeeking
Author & Designer

www.bellabellaquilts.com

Tips for Paper Foundation Piecing

sides. Simply cut between the templates, adding
the seam allowance around the shape. Use a rotary
cutter or, my preference, sharp scissors. Use a safety
pin through the paper label, opening on the bottom, to
hold the stacks of patches together.
5. Scrappy palette or 2-color design? You can use
a mixture of fabrics, (or 5 of one color and 5 of another
instead of all matching.) Once you’ve determined a
size shape to hold all the templates, cut an assortment
of fabrics for the stack. You’ll probably want to put in
duplicates or extras to avoid a numerical repeat in a
“scrappy” design.
6. Sides of shapes too similar and confusing?
When you paper foundation piece, you are usually
working with odd shapes, angles that are difficult for
most of us to visualize as they “flip” over into place.
You can use the grainline of the fabric to help you
keep oriented.

Bella Bella Quilts: Stunning Designs from Italian Mosaics

This book features 8 designs based on inlaid Italian marble

floors. Three quilts feature sampler quilt designs, while the

rest use paper foundations to create accurate curved

patchwork. Each project contains suggestions for possible

variations and photographs of the floors which inspired the

book. Oversize pattern sheets at the back hold master

drawings (which must be copied) for templates and

foundations for every quilt in the book.

Price: $26.95 plus CA sales tax
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Barb Chauncey
A Barb Chauncey Design
28335 294th Ave.
Carter, SD  57580
605-879-2529
Chauncey@gwtc.net
www.picsbook.com

Debbie Caffrey
Debbie’s Creative Moments
P O Box 92050
Albuquerque, NM  87199-2050
505-828-1515
debbiesquilt@aol.com
www.debbiescreativemoments.com

Barbara Crawford
Crawford Designs
5909 N. Michigan Place
Gladstone, MO  64118
816-413-8506
santa4u@sbcglobal.net
www.crawforddesigns.net

Pam Damour
The Decorating Diva
495 Point Au Fer RD
Champlain, NY  12912
518-297-2699
decor8d@aol.com
www.pamdamour.com

Jean Gilles Dean
3408 Rosemont Dr.
Midland, TX  79707
432-697-2532
hrjgdean@sbcglobal.net

Vivian Lavinskas
Singer Sewing Co.
1224 Heil Quaker Blvd.
Lavergne, TN  37067
615-213-0880
vivian.lavinskas@svpworldwide.com
www.singerco.com

Cindy Losekamp
Sew Artfully Yours, Inc.
P O Box 46
Trenton, IN  47035
513-309-8108
812-637-0697 (Fax)
cindy@sewingart.com
www.sewingart.com

Nancy Lovett
10301 Nita Place NE
Albuquerque, NM  87111
505-292-1362
njlovett@aol.com

Norah McMeeking
Author & Designer
2047 Cielito Lane
Santa Barbara, CA  93105
805-962-8511
norah@cox.net
www.bellabellaquilts.com

Michele Muska
Simplicity Creative Group
6050 Dana Way
Antioch, TN  37013
413-455-7424
mmuska@simplicity.com
www.simplicity.com

Janet Pray
Islander Sewing Systems
1385 Clyde Road
Highland, MI  48357
248-889-5091
islandersewing@comcast.net
Or sewexpo@comcast.net
www.islandersewing.com

Patsy Shields
RNK Distributing – Floriani
   Stabilizers
381 S. Fern St.
Sellersburg, IN  47172
812-246-4079
patsysews@earthlink.net

Laura Waterfield
Laura’s Sewing Studio
P O Box 1235
Tomball, TX  77377-1235
laura@laurassewingstudio.com
www.laurassewingstudio.com


